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Pulse Coffee Table  



Since I began designing and producing furniture 
25 years ago, my name and my furniture has 
become synonymous with curved design. 
Expanding upon this heritage with forward-
thinking techniques and bold organic shapes 
we introduce the Living Collection; our latest 
range of furniture, which is held in stock with 
fast delivery, so that you can enjoy beautifully 
handmade furniture without the wait. 

Produced with the same defining principles as all 
Tom Schneider furniture, the Living Collection has 
it all: high quality materials shaped by superior 
craftsmen and perfectly curved designs that are 

ideal for flexible living, all with a high street price tag and held in stock.

Our designer heritage and unique production methods mean the quality 
of our furniture is unrivalled on the high street and we’re excited to 
show off the modern designs. We played with nature-inspired, organic 
shapes and sumptuous woods to create a wide range of occasional tables 
and desks all perfectly formed in a choice of FSC cer tified walnut or oak.

So we invite you to bring a touch of nature to your decor with our Living 
Collection all thoughtfully designed to give your home an individual look, 
full of personality and style.

Welcome to our 

Living Collection

“Beautifully crafted furniture with 

curvaceous forms that creates a sense 

of balance and enduring style is our 

passion and commitment we bring 

to each and every piece.”
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Saturn

Saturn brings our curve appeal 

to the forefront with its fresh lines 

and cylindrical shapes. The stunning 

wooden pillars holding up the glass 

tops offer an elegant way to 

add curvaceous charm to 

your individual home.

COLLECTIONS

Dimensions:

Saturn Side Table in walnut 
W45 D42 H60 

All styles in this range,  
handmade in oak or walnut, are held 

in stock with a 7 day deliver y
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Saturn Coffee Table  
W90 D90 H40 cm



“The slender tall shelves are perfect 

tucked against a wall, whilst the floating 

shelves will add the wow factor to your 

wall styled to your taste”

Saturn Tall Shelves  W45 D43 H180 

Saturn Wall Shelf  W95 D20 H47
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Taper

The Taper tables are formed 

from wood that flows seamlessly 

from end to end creating a simple 

and beautiful centrepiece. Sleek and 

effor tlessly stylish, this range offers 

occasional tables and a lightweight 

desk that can sit together for a 

sleek, modern decor.

Dimensions:

Taper Coffee Table with Shelf

W105 D50 H40

All styles in this range,  
handmade in oak or walnut, are held 

in stock with a 7 day deliver y
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“The soft curves, intrinsic in all our designs, 

highlight the beauty of wood to offer a 

harmonious, fluid decor.”

Taper Coffee Table    W105 D50 H40 

Taper Console Table  W120 D36 H74 
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Taper Lamp Table  W50 D40 H60

Taper Desk/Dressing Table  W120 D50 H74
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Pulse

The stylish, flowing design of these 

occasional tables offers an organic 

playful silhouette that draws you in. 

Capturing the shape of a beating 

pulse, this collection of side tables 

offers eye-catching furniture that 

remains delicate in style.

All styles in this range,  
handmade in oak or walnut, are held 

in stock with a 7 day deliver y

Dimensions:

Pulse Coffee Table  
W100 D70 H38
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“With pulsating lines and sumptuous 

woods, Pulse beckons you to touch its 

soft shape and is a testament to our 

proud curvaceous design tradition.”

Pulse Console Table  W120 D46 H74

Pulse Lamp Table  W60 D50 H60
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OCCASIONALS

Elle

The Elle console table features 
an elegant sculpted sheet of wood 
that is instantly alluring. Designed 
to lean against the wall, this piece 
of furniture is cleverly weighted 

allowing it to stand firmly without 
wall fixings.

Dimensions:
Elle Console Table 

W90 D28 H74

All Occasionals in the Living Collection 
handmade in oak or walnut, are held 

in stock with a 7 day deliver y
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Tulip Sienna

Inspired by its floral namesake, the 
Tulip lamp table is both striking and 

elegant. Taking little visual space, it’s a 
great choice for smaller spaces. 

The Sienna lamp table is formed of 
individual shaped pieces of wood to 

create a delicate design with a 
striking presence.

Tulip Side Table W50 D50 H60 Sienna Side Table W60 D50 H60 



DESKS

Flow

Defined by its sleek, contemporary 
presence, the Flow desk displays 
its functionality through a seamless 
curve of wood branching away from 
the toughened glass top to create a 
unique under desk storage. Ideal for 

your home office to ignite 
flow and focus.

Dimensions:
Flow Desk  

W125 D55 H73

All desks in the Living Collection 
handmade in oak or walnut, are held 

in stock with a 7 day deliver y
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Loopy DoubleLoopy Single

A simple and fun design. The 
curvaceous curve not only shows 
off the beauty of the wood, it also 

creates a neat storage space.

Loopy Double Desk W130 D50 H72

With storage each side, you can keep 
all your home office files tidied away 

in this fun, sleek design.

Loopy Single Desk W120 D50 H72 
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Charlotte

The Charlotte desk is a statement 
design full of personality with its curving 

legs beneath a slim framed top and 
a drawer nestled in between.

Charlotte Desk W120 D45 H74

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

OUR GUARANTEE 
As we’re committed to producing furniture of the highest quality, making it all 
with absolute care, we can offer you an exceptional warranty. Our wooden 
frames are guaranteed for three years and we guarantee our upholstery and 
mechanisms for two years.

MATERIALS 
We offer an extensive range of furniture in a variety of wood veneers or 
bespoke finishes. Our veneers are always of a higher quality than solid 
wood, as only the best logs are used which are free from large knots 
and blemishes. Using veneers is more ethical than using solid wood as a 
much smaller fraction of wood is required to create your lovely furniture. 

HELD IN STOCK
Furniture in our Living Collection ordered in Oak or Walnut is held in stock 
and will be delivered within 7 days.
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MADE TO ORDER
Our furniture can be made in any wood finish or modified to suit your 
specific requirements, taking approximately 8-10 weeks to ensure each 
piece is crafted to perfection, ready to make your home beautiful. 

Natural 
Oak Veneer

Natural 
Walnut Veneer
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Tel. 020 8446 9700

sales@tomschneider.co.uk
www.tomschneider.co.uk


